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Meeting Overview

• GC2 project recap & meeting purpose
• Introduction to vulnerability screening approach
• Status of vulnerability screen

• Preliminary results for highways
• Next steps
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Project Recap & Meeting
Purpose
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Gulf Coast Study, Phase 2 : Project Status
•

Task 1: Identify critical transportation assets in Mobile (complete)

•

Task 2: Climate information (complete)

•

Task 3: Determine vulnerability of critical assets (underway)

•

Task 4: Develop risk management tool(s) (ongoing fall 2012 to late 2013)

•

Task 5: Coordination with planning authorities & the public (ongoing)

•

Task 6: Information dissemination and publication (approx. early 2014)

Focus of today’s
meeting
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Status of Task 3
• March 2012 Mtg with Climate Change Work Group:
 Selected representative segments for highway, rail, pipelines*
 Discussed selection of climate narratives

• Spring/Summer 2012:
 Developed an approach for a high-level vulnerability screen
• Hinges on identifying and evaluating “indicators” of vulnerability

 Conducted initial screen for highways to test out approach
Vulnerability =

f

exposure
sensitivity
adaptive capacity

* Did not need to identify representative airports, ports, transit facilities since already starting with a
smaller, discrete number of assets for those modes
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Status of Task 3
• This week:
 Introduce screening approach to Climate Change Work Group
 Vet mode-specific indicators in stakeholder meetings
 Refine indicators, as needed
 Seek to fill data gaps for evaluating indicators

• Fall 2012 through winter 2013:
 Complete screen for all modes
 Vet results in Mobile to ensure we are identifying assets most

likely to be vulnerable
 Select a small number of assets to undergo detailed

engineering assessment, and begin those assessments
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Introduction to Vulnerability
Screening Approach
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Exposure

Sensitivity

Adaptive Capacity

Vulnerability
IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

Nature and degree of
exposure to climate
variability and change

Degree to which a system
is affected by exposure

Ability of a system to
respond successfully to
climate variability and
change

Key Question
Key Question
To what extent is the asset
exposed to climate
changes?

How sensitive is each asset
to climate changes? If all
assets were equally
exposed, which assets
would experience the
greatest damage?

Key Question
How well does the
transportation system
adjust, repair, and flexibly
respond to damage?
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Vulnerability Screen
• Objective: Identify the assets most likely to be
vulnerable to sea level rise, storm surge, extreme heat,
precipitation, and wind
• Method:
 Assets scored on their vulnerability to each climate impact, based

on “indicators” of vulnerability
 Assets received multiple vulnerability scores – for each variable,

time period, and narrative
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Vulnerability Screen
• Utility of results:
 Prioritized list of vulnerable assets – facilitate selection of assets for

the engineering assessment
 New understanding of system-level vulnerabilities for specific

modes, geographies, or climate variables
 Better understanding of inter-linkages between modes
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Using Indicators to Score Vulnerability
• Exposure, sensitivity, and
adaptive capacity are abstract
concepts

Exposure
indicators
Exposure

 No formulas tell us how individual

assets are specifically damaged by
certain weather conditions

• We chose indicators to
represent these concepts
 Indicators help evaluate characteristics

that could indicate an asset may or
may not be vulnerable

• Averages (potentially weighted)
of indicators drive scoring

Vulnerability

Sensitivity

Sensitivity
indicators

Adaptive
Capacity

Adaptive capacity
indicators
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Exposure

Sensitivity

Adaptive Capacity

Indicators of Exposure
IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

Nature and degree of
exposure to climate
variability and change

Degree to which a system
is affected by exposure

Ability of a system to
respond successfully to
climate variability and
change

Key Question

How sensitive is each asset
to climate changes? If all
assets were equally
exposed, which assets
would experience the
greatest damage?

Key Question

To what extent is the asset
exposed to climate
changes?

• Exposure based on the
climate information
developed previously
• Sea level rise, storm surge,
& wind exposures dictated
by the climate narratives
selected
• Temp and precip different
 Too many secondary variables

to evaluate all at this stage
 Selected one temp and one

precip secondary variable
representative of overall trends

Key Question

How well does the
transportation system
adjust, repair, and flexibly
respond to damage?

Storm surge
• Storm surge depth in comparison
to maximum depth
Wind
• Yes or no, based on whether wind
speeds exceeded thresholds
Sea level rise
• Yes or No based on inundation
maps
Temperature
• Number of days per year above
95°F
Precipitation
• 1 in 100 year 24-hour
precipitation event
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Storm Surge Example: Exposure
100%

Vulnerability

Exposure
(Default 33%)

Sensitivity
(Default 33%)

Adaptive Capacity
(Default 33%)

Storm surge depth within each
storm surge narrative
Scores:
1=0-25% of max depth
2=26-50% of max depth
3= 51-75% of max depth
4=76-100% of max depth

Example: The Causeway gets an
exposure score of 4 (out of 4)
because the modeled storm surge
and wave heights at the
Causeway are in the 76-100% of
max depth range under each
storm scenario

Exposure

Sensitivity

Adaptive Capacity

Indicators of Sensitivity
IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

Nature and degree of
exposure to climate
variability and change

Degree to which a system
is affected by exposure

Ability of a system to
respond successfully to
climate variability and
change

Key Question

How sensitive is each asset
to climate changes? If all
assets were equally
exposed, which assets
would experience the
greatest damage?

Key Question

To what extent is the asset
exposed to climate
changes?

Key Question

How well does the
transportation system
adjust, repair, and flexibly
respond to damage?

• Sensitivity indicators address:
 Asset’s condition,
 Design standards, and
 Historical performance during extreme weather

• Most important data sources:
 National Bridge Inventory
 Mobile’s Long Range Transportation Plan
 Interviews with stakeholders

Indicators
appropriate for a
broad screen–
what is/isn’t likely
to be sensitive

Not an absolute
measure of
sensitivity
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Storm Surge Example: Sensitivity
Bridges Only

Vulnerability

Exposure
(Default 33%)

Sensitivity
(Default 33%)

Adaptive Capacity
(Default 33%)

Approach Height

17%

Navigational Clearance

17%

Scour Critical Status

17%

Structural Condition

17%

Historical Performance

17%

Age

17%

Example: Segments of the Causeway tended to
have lower sensitivity scores for storm surge due
to its young age and good condition ratings
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Storm Surge Example: Sensitivity

Vulnerability

Exposure
(Default 33%)

Highways Only

Sensitivity
(Default 33%)

Adaptive Capacity
(Default 33%)

Shoreline Protection

50%

Historical Performance

50%

Example: The highway component of the
Causeway scored 4 (out of 4), due to a known
tendency to already flood during high tides/high
winds, and due to no known significant
protective structures
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Exposure

Sensitivity

Adaptive Capacity

Indicators of Adaptive Capacity
IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

IPCC Definition

Nature and degree of
exposure to climate
variability and change

Degree to which a system
is affected by exposure

Ability of a system to
respond successfully to
climate variability and
change

Key Question

How sensitive is each asset
to climate changes? If all
assets were equally
exposed, which assets
would experience the
greatest damage?

Key Question

To what extent is the asset
exposed to climate
changes?

Key Question

How well does the
transportation system
adjust, repair, and flexibly
respond to damage?

• We selected adaptive capacity indicators to
understand situations where the transportation
system will have a harder time coping with impacts
• Looked at two indicators:
 Cost
• More expensive assets are more difficult to replace and maintain
• Also a rough proxy for size or complexity of structure
• Helps identify locations within the transportation network where
extensive damage could strain the system’s ability to cope
 Service restoration
• Impacts last longer for some climate effects than others—e.g.
flooding from precipitation may clear within hours, while sea level
rise is permanent
• Service restoration can indicate the system’s ability to cope with
the impacts from different climate effects
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Storm Surge Example: Adaptive Capacity

Vulnerability

Exposure
(Default 33%)

Example: Individual segments of the Causeway
scored 1 to 3 for cost, since segment NBI
upgrade costs ranged from $580K to $22M
Service restoration score for storm surge was 4
(out of 4), since damage from storm surge can
take a long time to repair, if extensive

Sensitivity
(Default 33%)

Adaptive Capacity
(Default 33%)

Aggregate adaptive capacity scores ranged from
2.2 to 4 for different sections of the Causeway
for storm surge

Cost

50%

Service Restoration

50%
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Status of Vulnerability Screen
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Status of Vulnerability Screen

• Initial screening tool completed:


We focused on highways first to test the approach



Generated preliminary results for highways

• There are still some data gaps


Missing information on specific assets and some indicators
•
•
•

Awaiting flood models from USACE for precipitation
Need information on traffic lights for wind
Missing some key information on Cochrane Bridge and Tunnels

• Draft indicators for other transportation modes have
been developed


We are vetting indicators with local stakeholders to gather
feedback and identify data sources
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Status of Vulnerability Screen
Highways

Other modes

Identify draft indicators for
sensitivity and adaptive
capacity
Populate vulnerability
screening tool and
generate preliminary
results
Refine indicators and the
relative importance of
each indicator

= completed

= underway
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Preliminary Results for
Highways
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Preliminary Results of Vulnerability Screen

• Caveats:


Results are still preliminary and subject to change



Results are mode-specific as yet; comparisons across modes are
not yet possible



The results assume equal weighting across indicators and
components of vulnerability



Results not yet available for precipitation and wind variables
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Preliminary Results: Sea Level Rise
• SLR vulnerability scores tend
to be high
• There is a wide spread of
scores across assets
Most-vulnerable segments:
• Wallace Tunnel
• Dauphin Island Pkwy from Island Rd. to Terrel Rd.
• I-10 from Tunnel to S Broad St.
• I-10 Bridge
• Range Line Rd., by Theodore Industrial Canal
• The Causeway
• I-65 from US-43 and County boundary
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Preliminary Results: Storm Surge
• Storm surge vulnerability
scores tend to be high
• There is a wide spread of
scores across assets
Most-vulnerable segments:
• I-10 Tunnel
• The Causeway

• I-10 Bridge
• Dauphin Island Parkway from
Island Rd to Terrel Rd
• Telegraph Rd from downtown
to Baybridge Rd
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Preliminary Results: Temperature

• Temp vulnerability scores tend
to be low


Vuln scores generally just 1-2;
scores of 3 reached in the more
extreme temperatures at end of
century due to high exposure
scores



Sensitivity rated low: scores of 1-2

• There is only a small spread of
scores across assets
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Preliminary Results: Temperature

• Consistent with interviews:
highways experience minimal
problems with high temps
Most vulnerable segments:
• I-10 from Tunnel to S Broad St.
• I-165 near intersection with 98
• Dauphin Island Bridge

• I-65 from US-43 and County boundary
• I-10 Bridge
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Preliminary Results: Precipitation
• Not yet available
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Preliminary Results: Wind
• Not yet available
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Preliminary Results: Overall
Most-vulnerable segments*:

• Overall vulnerability calculated
as the average across all
climate variables
• Should be taken with a grain
of salt


High vulnerability to any single
climate variable is worth attention

• SLR and storm surge are the
drivers so far


• The Causeway

• I-10 Bridge
• I-10 Tunnel
• Dauphin Island Parkway
from Island Rd to Terrel Rd

• I-65 from US-43 and County
boundary
*Results are VERY preliminary. Do not cite or
quote. Some data gaps still exist, and results
may change as these data gaps are closed.

This may change once precip and
wind scores are completed
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Next Steps
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Next Steps
• Meet with stakeholders to vet the indicators and gather
missing data
• Refine this approach for modes other than highways
• Travel to Mobile in late 2012/early 2013 to vet results
with the CCWG
• Assessing damages associated with vulnerabilities
• Select vulnerable assets to undergo detailed
engineering assessment
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Contact
Robert Hyman
Federal Highway Administration
Office of Natural and Human Environment
202.366.5843
Robert.Hyman@dot.gov

Beth Rodehorst
ICF International
Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation
415.677.7146
Beth.Rodehorst@icfi.com
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